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A
s with any major life decision 

when you consider a job change 

you need to ensure that you have 

thoroughly researched and 

planned your move to ensure the best 

possible outcome. Don’t end up making a 

hasty or ill-informed decision but rather, 

spend some time devising a strategy that will 

maximise the chances of a successful move.  

So let’s look at what you should consider as 

part of any assessment and planning process.  

1 List the positive and negative aspects of 

your current position.  Look at things 

such as daily responsibilities, team 

environment, management style, career 

progression and achievement to date, 

training opportunities, company culture 

and values, location, salary, etc. Then 

Returning to the workforce after an end of year break is often a time of career 
reflection and for some, the time to commence a search for a new position.
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reflect on what changes you would seek in your next role with respect to these criteria.  

2 Consider your recent behaviour at work for any signs that you might need a job change: are 

you bored or anxious, feel unappreciated or trapped, experiencing a lack of challenge or 

focus, had a poor performance review, or been overlooked for a promotion or special project?  

3 Ask yourself whether your desire for change is directly related to your work circumstances 

or are personal issues at play.  Attempt to identify what it is in your life that is making your 

feel dissatisfied and how this is impacting on your work and career.  

4 Consider whether the problems with your current role can be resolved by discussing your 

concerns with management. Is it about getting that pay rise you were promised, increasing 

your knowledge through further training, expanding your responsibilities or changing roles 

so your work is more challenging and rewarding? Also, ask yourself whether you are likely 

to experience the same problems with a new employer or will a move improve your current 

situation?  

5 Spend time reflecting on what overall talents you possess, what you enjoy doing at work, 

what you are excited or passionate about outside of work.  You need to consider how your 

natural abilities, personality, skills, experience and lifestyle will fit with your next role.  

6 Understand what experience you possess that will be sought after in your next role and 

what skills you have that can lead to a successful transition to another position (e.g. 
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interpersonal and negotiation skills, organisational skills, leadership ability, computer 

expertise, client relationship skills, etc.)  

7 Consider more general career objectives relating to what you want in a new employer – 

size of the organisation, immediate team structure, management style and approach, 

hours of work and flexibility, traveling time, etc.  

8 Assess any potential skills shortfall that you might have in achieving your ideal role and 

investigate relevant training that will address these issues over time.  

9 Reflect on the broader aspects of your life and how your job might impact on these. For 

example, are you seeking a greater work life balance and the capacity to spend more time 

with your family, etc., or perhaps you are single and your career is your primary focus at 

this stage of your life.  

10 Look at present economic conditions and whether a move is prudent (or available) currently. 

Also assess the financial outlook of any prospective employer. Try and obtain a snapshot of 

their sales, market share and employee numbers and whether these are on the rise.  

The more effort you put into this process the more likely you will find yourself in a job which is 

both satisfying and rewarding, (whether that is negotiated with your current employer or a new 

employer altogether) and one that will hopefully offer you long-term career potential. m

Contact John Hackett at Event Recruitment on (02) 9279 2019 or mail@eventrecruitment.com.au.
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Terms and Conditions: Offer is available for all Stamford Hotels and Resorts. Validity only for bookings held between 1 May – 31 August 2015, with minimum starting spend of $2,000 not including AV. Close out dates will apply. See hotels for specific
details. Offer not valid for weddings, school formals or already contracted events. Maximum capacity on the discounted breakfast (Check with hotels for conditions). Offer not to be used in conjunction with any other offer or promotion. Spend based
on local currency of hotel location –$AUD/$NZD. High Tea gift voucher valid for 6 months, at hotel where event is booked *Complimentary Secretariat/breakout room not offered at Sir Stamford at Circular Quay and Stamford Plaza Melbourne.

For bookings & further information:
Andrea Werner – Group Director of Sales
E: andreawerner@stamford.com.au
P: +61 8274 5428  M: +61 402 971 216

Simply pick what suits your needs and budget from our 
‘Pick ‘n’ Mix’ packages, then mix in your bonus sweetener(s). 
With so many choices you’ll feel like a kid in a candy shop!

The ‘Pick ‘n’ Mix’ Packages*

• Event Cost: $2,000 - $5,999 Choose One Sweetener
• Event Cost: $6,000 - $9,999 Choose Two Sweeteners
• Event Cost: $10,000 and above Choose Three Sweeteners

Bonus Sweeteners to Choose from:
1. One complimentary room for every 15 paying rooms (max 2 per night)
2. One half hour complimentary Chef’s Selection canapés either 

at the start or conclusion of your event
3. Complimentary function room Wi-Fi internet
4. Complimentary dessert with every two course lunch or dinner set menu 
5. Complimentary internet with each accommodation room booked
6. High Tea voucher for 6 people
7. Complimentary breakout room for the duration of your event*
8. 50% off full buffet breakfast with any accommodation room booked

PICK’N’MIX FROM OUR BONUS SWEETENERS
WITH YOUR NEXT EVENT AT STAMFORD.
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